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Educlast is the engine that takes advantage of the exceptional abilities of its partner,
comd4oq, to offer a comprehensive process of digital archiving, an innovative and

modern editorial model, a professional and innovative technical support, a very high
reputation in the field of digital publishing, and a very good relationship with the

partners. Evalaze Cloud Enterprise Edition also offers a company-wide, scalable, multi-
user and multi-site repository, a highly secure, isolated and dedicated environment, a file-

level, storage-based access control system, an intuitive workflow, a management
interface and a global management process for all the processes. Evalaze Editions:

Evalaze Digital Enterprise Edition consists of a Publisher Edition and a Digital Rights
Manager Edition. The latter enables the creation of a so-called "Cloud Ecosystem",
which includes a subscription interface, an online interface, and a set of modules

dedicated to the workflow: Evalaze Publisher Enterprise Edition includes a whole range
of functionalities and guarantees the best quality of publications for business and
consumers: Archiving Cataloguing Content Distribution Digital Rights Market

Intelligence New Media Retail Managing Evalaze.com Evalaze Mobile is a native mobile
application (iOS and Android) dedicated to Evalaze's Publishing platform. This tool

gives you access to the content of your evaluation without any limitation of the place and
time. You can manage the content in one single application through the following

functionalities: Set up and save filters to customize the search Configure how the mobile
application should show the content Manage the content of the evaluation remotely Add

content, revise and send changes Receive, send and store evaluations (for iOS)
Evalaze.com Evaluation Evalaze.com is a customer-oriented website on which Evalaze

subscribers and Evalaze partners can evaluate the publications of their respective press. It
also gives the subscriber, in real time, all the information about the content that the

evaluated publication can offer (title, author, publisher, ISBN, content, etc.).
Competitions Evalaze accepts competitions as an opportunity to give an example of how

Evalaze can help its partners to succeed in their projects. In a yearly event, Evalaze
awards several prizes to the winners. The different products and services that are offered

by Evalaze to its partners and customers are awarded
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